ADVANCE ARTISTRY OF CHANNELING
COURSE:
New Domains, New Opportunities, New Possibilities

February 15th, 16th, 17th, 2019
Storm Wisdom in Phoenix
Cost: $420
Most individuals who channel have dreams of it becoming more. And yet, as
the desire for this grows within us, we are left confronting the mystery of what
that exactly means. It seems impossible to put words to the ever-present
yearning for a more productive and more complex experience. The looming
question is always, HOW?

In this advance channeling course, we begin with the familiar premise that
‘nothing changes until I do’. But change for each of us is different now. It no
longer includes the need for struggle or self-admonishment but is more about
willingness and choice.

It involves leaning into the energies of 2019, which incorporate the frequencies
of grace in all of its beautiful complexity. It includes reaching beyond our
knowing, pausing, and then surrendering into the rhythmic pulse of Oneness.

With Luma's guidance, we can lean into futures that can only be co-created or
received. We can birth new relationships that are a reflection of who we have
become, and we can illuminate new possibilities for our channeling.
We can let the journey of our channeling take on a new vibrancy filled with an
excitement and joy, and we can depart this magical time with our unseen
friends with knowledge that ‘yes, everything is different now’.

Some ideas to explore:
• Touch the heart of your personal grace.
• Go through the narrows of your resistance to an expanded channeling
state.
• Explore multi-dimensionality and its role in channeling.
• Be touched by a Luminous Future Self.
• Surrender to the unknown of your pre-incarnational commitments and
choices.
• Activate connections to futures that can only be co-created or received.

• Practice exercises to explore the unknown of what can BE.
• Space for the spontaneous and unplanned with our unseen friends!!!
Also, there will be continuous conversations, meditations and lectures with
Luma, the beautiful consciousness that I have been channeling for over two
decades.
This course is open to anyone who currently channels and would like to
expand or renew your relationship to it.

CONTACT ANNIE TO REGISTER
anniebossingham@gmail.com
415-888-8620 or 310-463-7616

